
Ewen et Arthur  

 

We are students from the European class, so we have the luck 

to do activities to discover English world. For our first year, we went 

to Normandie and English island of Jersey. The travel has taken place 

from 9th to 12th May of 2022. In this little narrative text, we chose to 

present the day where we went to Jersey because of that was the 

most interested day and the island was beautiful. First, we are going 

to present the activities we made on this day. Then we are going to 

say what we thought about it . To conclude, we are going to show 

what the travel brought to us.  

 

 

The morning we woke up early to take the boat to go to Jersey. 

Arrived in Jersey, a guide was waiting for us. He had to drive around 

the island to discover the english’s landscapes. They were a little 

different of French’s. For lunch, we went to a traditional english 

restaurant. On the menu,spicy chicken, fish and chips and pudding 

where in the plate. In the afternoon, we are allowed to be free in the 

city. We walked around it for hours and do shopping. It was raining 

and we had problems to go back in boat to France. We had to run 

very fast in the streets. Finally, we slept in the trip and arrived in 

Normandie on life.  

 

We didn’t really appreciate the road trip with the guide, it was a 

little bit bored. But it was also funny because we were together and 

there was a good vibe. The restaurant was so delicious, it was our 

first time we tasted a real fish and chips, and it was great. The 

personnel were so nice and they proposed us a coffee. In the 

afternoon, we made what we want. We could meet lot of people and 



talk with sellers. The only bad point was the weather because we 

didn’t think it will raining so our clothes were so wet and it was not 

agreeable.   

 

To conclude, the travel brought us a different vision on England, 

by discovering small English cities. The travel allows us to get closer 

with all of us. I hope future European travels will be as great as it ! 

 

  

 

  


